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I’m on a plane returning home after spending a weekend at the Lakeside Resort and Spa in
Austin, Texas. I’ve been hanging out with loads of friends and the famous Timothy Ferris,
author of the ‘4 Hour Work Week’.
Interesting guy as it turns out after reading his book several months back. He claimed you
don’t need to work hard at all. You just need to work smarter.
So I quickly learnt some new strategies on how to automate my business using special tools
and software so that I can actually begin to live and enjoy my life rather than working in it
ALL the time.
So as it goes…
I’ve been offline for nearly 3 days now and there’s no rush to get online as business is taking
care of itself or it should be.
I got home, unpacked and logged online later in the evening.
I thought I’d check my stats to see how ‘business’ was doing whilst being away. I logged on
to discover this...

Amazing right?
Well I’m going to tell you exactly how it happened WITHOUT me being around.
But before I get into that … I must warn you that this report is going to shock the hell out
of you.
So let’s start with some ‘stone cold’ facts…
I made that money WITHOUT Google™, Yahoo™, MSN™, Banner Ads, Social Bookmarking,
Social Networking, FaceBook™, Adwords™, SEO, Blogging, Article Writing, Media Buys,
Classified Ads, Link Building, eMail Drops, Adswaps, Joint Ventures Or From Any Other
Tedious, Complicated, Challenging, Expensive, Stressful, Time Consuming And Overcrowded
methods out there.
I did it with just a simple piece of software I spent months creating.
Yes, I thought that might shock you so now I’m going to ask you to keep an open mind here
as you definitely going to need it. Forget what you’ve learnt in the past, as this will change
your outlook on generating traffic and making a lot of money online.
You see, I have tried every one of those techniques mentioned above. In the end they were
either too difficult, too time consuming, too technical, too much work, too
stressful, too expensive, too challenging or just too frustrating.
I had to work around all these criteria’s in order to create this unique software. A piece of
software that has never been developed by anyone else until now. I developed it to such a
degree that it would allow me to walk away from my business and let itself (software) take
over and do all the hard work for me.
Quite frankly in the process, it developed a brain of its own.

I’m going to be honest with you from the start…
It’s been over 4 years since I discovered making money online and every time it just gets
easier and easier.
Don’t get me wrong though, originally I had the same thought that’s going through your head
right now … is it going to work? Will I make money? Will I get ‘virtual’ customers paying me
‘cash’ into my accounts?
Yes I know, I’ve had those as well, the ones you’re thinking right now too.
Every thought that has crossed your mind since coming online has surely crossed mine too.
I’m not gonna deny it … I was there too, scared and sceptical with everything I encountered.
Sitting behind the computer screen day and night, trying to get customers (visitors) to my
site so that I can make money.
They didn’t even need to pay the full price. If push came to shove, they can have a discount,
but at least buy what’s on offer … right?
Crazy were those days!!
Now in the last 4 years I have spent over $100,000 easy, learning the ropes and every little
trick I could get my hands on for generating traffic and making money online.
FOUR years is a long time ... you know. That’s 48 months, 1,461 days, 35,064 hours or
2,103,840 minutes AND $2,083 a month just spent on learning.
I believe you don’t have that kind of time on your hands or that kind of money just to ‘test’
out ideas.
I heard Google Adwords™ was a goldmine for getting traffic … and guess what? Just like you,
I believed it too. After all it was Google™, one of the BIGGEST internet companies in the
world.
It got crazy though, I had to PAY a lot of money. At times anywhere up to $30 a CLICK for
my website to appear. YES!! That’s a click. Even if they didn’t buy anything I still had to pay
Google™ for someone clicking my ad.
In the end, I was out of pocket in no time .
But it got worse lately… rumour is they closed over 30,000 Adwords™ accounts across the
globe because they didn’t like ‘something’. Legal or illegal, if Google™ doesn’t like something
they not going to ask you for permission, they’ll flip YOUR account switch to off.
This gets me wondering though … what happened to all those people using Adwords™ … did
they die or moved onto getting traffic OUTSIDE of Google™?
Hmmmm… anyways…
I tried SEO (search engine optimization) but what exactly does SEO mean?
It means nothing more than your website being accessible to the search engines to improve
the chances that they will serve your website when a potential customer searches for your
product.
But be prepared to spend months, agonizing day and night over the site layout, LSI,

backlinks, meta data, anchor links, do follow backlinks, avoiding the sandbox, and on and on.
Plus you're competing against Fortune 500 companies who have spent millions to ensure you
don't take their beloved #1 spot on Google™. Do you think you really stand a chance?
Then I tried article marketing. You know … the one where you write a 750 word article about
your product, indirectly selling it, posting it across multiple directories to get visitors to click
through your author bio link and end up on your website (or the one you’re promoting).
An overcrowded technique that has been used since the birth of the internet. How many
article directories are there? Hundreds of thousands by now so do expect a few visitors or 10
every week and ONE sale maybe by the end of the year.
It can take up to one full day to write one article if you're starting out and the results take
forever to show up. With strict directory rules in place, you'll be going back and forth for
weeks before the directories finally rejects your article sending you the same copy and paste
email template they send to the person just before you.
You sure you want to waste endless days writing articles only to be 'politely' rejected to start
over?
I then tried backlinking … the one where you request a link back to your site if only you
placed one of theirs on yours. But what if you don’t have a website? How are you going to
get backlinks?
Is it really working?
Are you really boosting your rankings (visibility on the search engines) by getting more and
more daily backlinks? It is a lot of WORK as you can end up searching high and low for
months for 'quality' links, whether it's paid backlinks or free ... it still doesn't guarantee
anything.
With the search engines advanced 'daily' algorithm changes eventually the site you got your
link from gets blacklisted which in effect gets YOU blacklisted. You'll end up spending more
time and money building up a HUGE network of backlinks ... months of boring, gruelling
work, hoping and praying that the search engines don’t change algorithms again.
Hopefully it will pay off and your site generates an income. But who knows. Do you really
want your income dependant on other websites you have no control over?
Next … blogging was very appealing that’s for sure. Get a blog up and running in 5 seconds
flat. True. However did you know you can click on Fantastico in your hosting account and it
will take you through the whole process within seconds?
Or you can just get a free account on www.Blogger.com
But what about the traffic??
The biggest and most influential bloggers are 'loaded' with cash now as most of
them started back in 2001. Today, everyone has a blog ... and that means you're gonna
have to have something truly spectacular or unique to get 'some' attention.
But it doesn’t stop there. You need to network, schmooze and pimp your blog at every turn,
and you're still not guaranteed any traffic or sales at the end of it all. So do you have 9 years
to spare to build a blog from scratch?
Press releases looked awesome in theory so I tried that too. It will give you a burst of traffic

for one day and for that ONE day only. You see, press releases are designed to create
awareness so they have to be 'newsworthy' every time.
Now how many 'newsworthy' information can you write about every week? 1, 3 or maybe
even 10 new twists but what about the next week or month? Do you really want to rackle
your brain cells every single day?
So I entered the social bookmarking arena at the START of its revolution. This was the
easiest I’d say. You write a couple of lines, hit submit and you get a free backlink PLUS you
got instant exposure across the internet.
But today MILLIONS of people are bookmarking every second, so don't expect visitors to
come waving their credit cards at you after finding your site listed in some cluttered RSS
feed. Do you think people are going to go out of their way to find you? They would if you
were Amazon™!!
Social Networking (Facebook™, MySpace™) are awesome places to hang out and make new
friends. It’s like dating but with both sexes. But are people getting traffic and making money
from these places?
Don’t get me wrong here. They are growing at a staggering rate but did you know why these
sites were created in the first place? It allowed people like yourself to stay connected with
friends and family … in other words S-O-C-I-A-L-I-Z-E.
If you have more than a 1,000 friends then you really must be a rockstar. If not then why do
you have so many friends? So you can impress your ‘real’ friends?
Social Media (YouTube™) was one expensive lesson for Google™. A $1.65 BILLION lesson to
be frank. I could be wrong though…
A lot of money spent that’s for sure but is it generating views into CASH? Surely you can
potentially get a lot of views to your videos... but the sad reality is, if you’re bored then what
do you do? You check out YouTube™ to entertain yourself… right?
It's a place where people go to humor themselves when they get a moment to 'sneak off'
from their corporate desks. Think about it ... which videos get the visitors? The ones that are
humorous and people watch them for fun to entertain themselves when they're 'bored'.
But I still didn’t give up … I kept searching for easier ways of getting traffic and making
money.
So you can imagine after 4 years of struggle and sweat I have come across many ways and
techniques to generating traffic. I can’t possibly pretend IF I haven’t tried them… right?
So yes in a way I started off exactly like you ... with NOTHING!
I didn't know what or where to start so I tried everything. So just like you I subscribed to
every newsletter and bought everything I thought had the answer for me to get rich.
Over time I discovered ONE essential ingredient for success and that was traffic. You needed
targeted traffic and lots of it too.
So I've constantly been learning how to get instant traffic ever since and I can tell you from
my years of experience, it DOESN'T get easier than this.
I tried them all … Google™, Yahoo™, MSN™, Banner Ads, Social Bookmarking, Social
Networking, FaceBook™, Adwords™, SEO, Blogging, Article Writing, Media Buys, Classified

Ads, Link Building, eMail Drops, Adswaps, Joint Ventures ... and in the end...
... they were either too expensive, too complicated, too time consuming with endless days
and nights of hard work. And I'm sure you can relate to a dribble of traffic here and there or
50 visitors if you were lucky at times.
They worked for one day and the next ... you begin questioning yourself what you did wrong.
Fact is ... you didn't do anything wrong ... you're just using outdated, overcrowded methods
that worked wonderfully yesterday.
NOT TODAY!!
It was all new to me too ... I didn't have the slightest clue. The only thing on my mind was
how to make 'some' money online but for that I needed traffic and I needed it quick. I didn’t
want to spend hours, days or months learning something only to figure out later it stopped
working.
I know it could be done as I've witnessed everybody else raking in the traffic AND cash
except me.
Now I've broken down a LOT of things that don't work as effectively as they use to or don’t
work at all. I’m sure you don’t want to be remained glued to your desk 24 hours a day, 7
days a week figuring it out … right?

So back to my unique software …
There’s a software for nearly everything you can possibly imagine now.
Want to convert digital images to your computer… there’s a software for that.
Want to play a video on your computer … there’s a software for that.
I wanted a software that could generate targeted traffic and make money on autopilot. A
software, after several clicks gets all the customers I need.
So I created one from scratch and applied it.
Here are my traffic statistics (notice the dates...)

A month later…

And another month thereafter.

As you can see on average over the 3 months I’m getting 300 visitors a day. Now here’s the
interesting part.
This was done using search engine optimization (SEO), blogging, link building, social
bookmarking, social networking, article writing, classified ads etc… methods that are WIDELY
‘approved’ by the so called internet marketing community.

If a lot of people confirm these techniques work then they must work … right?
Well I hate to be a spoil sport and I’m afraid that’s isn’t the case anymore.
I didn’t want to be another sheep in the flock.
Now over the ‘same’ period I applied the software I created and here’s what it did …

Followed by…

And then finally this…

So for argument sake I was averaging 12,000 visitors a day … right?
But here’s the interesting part over that period…

Before using the software I scraped in 17,726 visitors from the search engines and trust me,
this required a lot of manual, 18 hours a day WORK.

With the automated software, spending less than 10 minutes to activate. I got an astonishing
867,981 (623,529 + 244,371 + 81) visitors OUTSIDE the search engines. You will notice
only 0.85% came from Google™, Yahoo™ and MSN™. Agreed? As those are the search
engines after all.
All this took was minutes to configure the system, a couple of mouse clicks then copy and
paste. Then one final click to activate the software.
THAT’S IT!!
Does that sound like a lot of work? Can you manage a couple of mouse clicks? Can you copy
and paste?
There’s no guess work, no complications, no frustration, no wasted hours behind the
computer screen and definitely NO HARD WORK or straining any brain cells. The software has
its own technology (a brain) and does all the work and thinking for you (for a change).

Unbelievable as it may sound but that’s ALL it requires.
Now let’s move on to what it made money wise…
So with the months of April, May and June (Second Quarter of the year), this is what it
earned.

Now I’m going to show you what this account has done since the beginning of the year.

A total of $540,430.00 on complete autopilot!!
Now don’t get me wrong I’ve used many and tried every technique there is out there but
nothing has ever got simpler or even close to this.
Easy for me to say?
Well now I’m going to show you some *brand new* results achieved using the Auto Mass
Traffic™ software that has its own brain.
I sent this software over to a student of mine and he went over to Clickbank.com and created
several accounts to test it out.
Caution: This software works in any niche or market, on any product or service, whether it’s
your own or you’re promoting it as an affiliate.
Anyway these accounts are created from scratch (Check out the dates and earnings).

So collectively over the course of 90 days he made a *grand total of $86,299.31* using a
software that did all the work. That’s an average of $958.88 a day on autopilot. Several clicks

and the software takes over.
Like I mentioned this isn’t about Clickbank™. Here’s an offer we sent traffic to using the Auto
Mass Traffic™ software and it did $7,952.00 in affiliate commissions in less than 24 hours.
That’s what we took home, $7,952.00!!

So you can see it’s quite simple knowing it requires nothing more than 3 steps.

That’s it!!
There’s no guesswork or complications in running the software too. If you can click several
buttons and copy and paste then you’re set.
You don’t even need to think. The software does all the thinking for you.
You won’t struggle to learn anything as we’re not going to teach you how to fish … the
software will do all the fishing for you.
Here’s more…

This software will be a major turning point to your success.
You will ditch Google™, Yahoo™, MSN™, Banner Ads, Social Bookmarking, Social Networking,
FaceBook™, Adwords™, SEO, Blogging, Article Writing, Media Buys, Classified Ads, Link
Building, eMail Drops, Adswaps, Joint Venture Partners...
… you will avoid ALL of these as they’re either too difficult, too time consuming,
too technical, too much work, too stressful, too expensive, too challenging and
too frustrating.
The software and methods are EASY to use, SIMPLE to understand with POWERFUL results
every time. It has been proven time and time again, the ability to generate large sums after
sums on a consistent basis.
You can use Auto Mass Traffic™ to do ALL the hard work for you.
You won’t need any previous experience, knowledge or technical ability to make it work.
It’s self contained, automated, consistent and gets results every time.

So what would you prefer?
‘Limited’ search engine traffic?

Scraping in just 17,726 visitors doing a hell of a lot of manual 18 hours a day WORK?
OR
Use an automated software, less than 10 minutes setup to get an astonishing 867,981
(623,529 + 244,371 + 81) visitors OUTSIDE the search engines. Only 0.85% came from
Google™, Yahoo™ and MSN™.

It takes minutes to configure the system, a couple of mouse clicks followed by copy and
paste. Then one final click to activate the system.
THAT’S IT!!
No guess work, no complications, no frustration, no wasted hours behind the computer
screen and definitely NO HARD WORK or using any of your brain cells. The software has its
own technology (a brain) and does all the work and thinking for you (for a change).
So it’s your choice …
0.85% of HARD WORK traffic from the search engines or 99.15% NO WORK traffic
generation using the Auto Mass Traffic™ software?
Mo Latif

Visit http://www.AutoMassTraffic.com

